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Risin’

SHINE

West Virginia’s long history
with white lightning.
WRITTEN BY J. KENDALL PERKINSON
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L

ong before the phrase was adopted
by soft drink makers in 1940,
“mountain dew” was Irish slang for
their traditional poitín: moonshine.
The Scots-Irish immigrants
who settled in the mountains
of Appalachia during the 18th
century brought the knowledge and
appreciation of liquor-crafting with them. Although they
previously used barley and rye to make liquor, it didn’t
take long for them to adapt the recipe to use New World
crops like wheat, berries, and, most popular of all, corn.
Though they could not know it at the time,
conflicts surrounding moonshine would outline the
evolution of America, from popular uprisings to
reality television.

The Tax Man Cometh

The importance of moonshine to the history of America
dates to just after the Revolutionary War. Winning
independence from England left the United States $54
million in debt—$4 trillion in today’s money. Looking
for a way to generate income for the newly independent
government, Secretary of the Treasury Alexander
Hamilton levied the nation’s first tax on a domestic
product, moonshine.
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The new “luxury” tax incensed people in the
mountains of Appalachia. Moonshine had become so
valuable, it sometimes functioned as a form of currency.
Even preachers were known to accept moonshine
as payment for services rendered. And settlers of
Appalachia were rugged individualists, interested
in forging lives for themselves and their loved ones
without help from—or obligations to—any governing
entity. For many, freedom was their highest value, and
often the reason they had come to America in the first
place. They wanted to believe they could just be left
alone.
Hamilton’s tax disproportionately affected smaller
farms and distilleries, charging them up to 50 percent
more per gallon produced. From the perspective of
mountain folk, it was a price large distilleries on the
East Coast could afford, but their small operations
could not. Major cash crops of cotton and tobacco
weren’t being taxed, they noted, and shouldn’t
taxation at least be equally apportioned? In their view,
the new government was starting to resemble the one
they’d just helped to overthrow.
This acrimony eventually led to what historians
now call the Whiskey Rebellion. Throughout
Appalachia, tax collectors who showed up demanding
cash payments for sales of moonshine were tarred and
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BOTTOM Law enforcement, standing in the back, with two moonshiners and their still in
Fairmont in September 1920.

feathered. Some had their houses destroyed. One
tax collector had his nose taken with a grinding
wheel. A few distillers who capitulated to taxation
were ostracized and treated as scabs, their stills
destroyed. The resistance was especially strong
and organized in Pennsylvania, but stretched
throughout Kentucky and modern-day West
Virginia.
On August 7, 1794, George Washington issued
a presidential proclamation announcing, with “the
deepest regret,” that the militia would be called out
to suppress the rebellion. It was finally put down
without bloodshed in October of that year, when he
marched into Pennsylvania with 13,000 troops.
The overwhelming display of force was an
attempt to ensure Hamilton’s view of government,
which James Madison said exposed his agenda of
“the glories of a United States woven together by a
system of tax collectors.” In this way, Appalachian
moonshine was the first test case for the entire
premise of our federal government.
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The custom-built
still at Appalachian
Distillery in Ripley
is a supersized
version of the
copper stills used
in the mountains
for centuries. And
it‘s legal.
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Making it Illegal

By 1830, the average American was consuming nearly
two bottles of hard liquor per week, almost triple the
amount of current consumption. With this in mind,
it is easy to imagine why religious communities began
organizing to outlaw alcoholic beverages altogether.
Many states passed their own dry laws, but the
policy was cemented nationwide when the Eighteenth
Amendment to the Constitution passed in 1920. The
crime and chaos that resulted from the ban are well
known. In the cities, the liquor trade was taken over
by gangsters like Al Capone and Tom Dennison, who
sometimes engaged in outright war with police and
each other.
But for the government, there were greater
concerns than organized crime or health effects.
Prohibition eliminated a huge source of revenue,
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while simultaneously requiring exorbitant amounts
of money and other resources to enforce the ban.
Studies showed that 1,000 Americans died every
year during Prohibition due to tainted liquor. Others
were left with serious impairments like blindness, a
stereotype associated with Appalachian moonshine
that still exists today.
Of greater concern than organized crime or
health effects to elites was the massive loss of
revenue that resulted from Prohibition enforcement.
The government was spending exorbitant amounts
of money to enforce the ban. With the onset of
the Great Depression in 1929 and the loosening
of social mores of the Roaring ’20s, the situation
was no longer tenable. Prohibition ended with the
Twenty-First Amendment in 1933.
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TOP Appalachian Distillery only uses West Virginia-grown
corn for its moonshine. MIDDLE An employee pumps
Appalachian Distillery‘s “Spit Fire” cinnamon-flavored
moonshine into a holding tank. BOTTOM The distillery
sells several varieties of moonshine, including the 90-proof
“Appalachian Straight” and the 40-proof “Paw Paw.”
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Making it Legal (Again)

The United States government legalized the
production of moonshine in 2010, setting off a trend
of Appalachian distilleries selling legal—and taxed—
liquor. Reality television wasn’t far behind.
On The History Channel’s Hatfields & McCoys:
White Lightning, a former Bacardi executive offered the
two famous feuding families money to collaborate on
a moonshine for this new national market. The show
was rife with offensive stereotypes. The narrator spoke
with an unnatural twang and a single episode included
a turkey hunt, cursing matriarchs, donkeys and pigs in
a house, moonshine recipes in the back of the family
Bible, alcoholic cousins, a jug band, and a hoedown.
It was as if the show’s producers’ only experience with
Appalachia was a Li’l Abner comic strip.
The show did fulfill its intention of bringing a
moonshine to market, The Legendary Hatfield &
McCoy Moonshine Family Brand Whiskey, distilled
in downtown Williamson. But before long, a trademark
battle erupted between the company and a competing
Mingo County-made, Hatfield and McCoy-branded
moonshine as “Hatfield & McCoy Moonshine: The
Drink of the Devil.” Restraining orders were issued but,
in the end, the brands called a truce and both products
remained on the shelves. To date, it was the last major
legal battle over moonshine.
Mingo County isn’t the only place where moonshiners
are making their product out in the open. In Ripley,
Dwayne Freeman makes corn liquor just like his
grandfather did, with one notable exception. The former
coal miner uses the same basic ingredients—sugar and
West Virginia-grown corn—to make honest-to-goodness
West Virginia moonshine. But unlike grandpa, who went
to jail for his hobby, Dwayne makes and sells his liquor
without the fear that revenuers will come knocking at
his door. He and business partner James Hager founded
Appalachian Distillery in 2014, and the product can now
be found in stores across West Virginia and 19 other states.
There’s also Forks of Mountain Mama Moonshine
in Man, Black Draft Distillery in Martinsburg,
Cheat Distillery and West Virginia Distilling Co.
in Morgantown, RADA Brand Appalachian Spirits
in Purgitsville, and Isaiah Morgan Distillery in
Summersville.
The proliferation of distilleries only confirms what
we’ve always known—West Virginia moonshine is
an in-demand product. The only difference is now,
moonshine has come into the light of day. w
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